
W MELBOURNE In Melbourne

Melbourne’ s first luxury lifestyle hotel with its rebellious Flinders Lane address, W Melbourne opened its doors in February 2021, taking its design cues from the streets of Australia’ s cultural capital. 
Holding the back-lane entrance keys to what’ s New/Next in the city and revealing a playground where the early risers to the late-night revellers can turn up the tracks in this truly 24/7 city. Extending the 
laneway culture inside, 294 bold rooms and suites peel back the layers and revel in the city’ s creative history. 830 square meters of ultra-modern event space sets the stage for spectacular events. 
Vibrant restaurants and bars amp up the experience; with WARABI set to shake up Japanese dining, Lollo takes you from day, night to beyond, with a highly celebrated local chef Adam D’ Sylva, Curious is 
the bar to see and be seen in and Culprit a café come bar will serve up your double shot latte, to that afternoon spritz. Detox in the state-of-the-art FIT gym, then retox with a dip and a sip in the WET® pool, 
all whilst soaking up the city skyline views.

The developers of W Melbourne, Daisho Properties chose to install TOTO smart toilets in each of the hotels rooms and suites. The toilet that does it all, allows guests to clean without the use of toilet paper 
by merely pressing buttons from a remote control. The Wow and Extreme Wow Suites feature the WASHLET by TOTO, offering a high-tech automated toilet seat incorporated with multiple eco-friendly 
comfort and hygiene functions for guests to enjoy during their stay.

For guests who check into one of the other bold guest rooms, they are able to enjoy other TOTO signature technologies, 
which provide a silent yet powerful flushing system and stain resistant glazed bowl surface, offering a luxurious 
bathroom experience for everyone.
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